Abstract -Complex systems design and especially automotive design is facing continuous technological evolution that needs stronger integration. To tackle this issue, a method for modeling products and organizations architectures is presented. This method will be completed by a "management by uncertainty" tool to help managers anticipate the co-evolutions of project domains and properly structure these domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, firms' survival depends on their ability to deal with the constant evolution of customers needs. The fast reactivity and adaptation of firms to this changing environment is strongly related to an advanced control of their internal mechanisms. Concerning product development situations, researchers [ALL, 77] [PIM, 94] have highlighted the interdependency between three domains which needs to be modeled. These relevant domains are: Product, Processes, and Organization. We assume organization as the domain of competencies and actors. This hypothesis is frequently taken in many papers dealing with Organizations restructuring [SOS, 03] .
Product architecture choice depends on the innovation and standardization policy of the firm. Process architecture depends on the design methodology adopted and is constrained by the functional decomposition of the firm into departments and teams. The choice of organization architecture is related to the other domains and so it may depend on their constraints.
In order to represent the above mentioned synergy, many tools and models have been developed. Unfortunately, they capture only static and partial views of the New Product Development (NPD) situations.
That is why, we develop here a method using matrices for domains representation. This matrix tool makes possible representing all the interfaces existing in the domains structures.
The proposed method uses the management by uncertainty to model first the interdependences between elements and domains and second the propagation of uncertainties between them and the co-evolution resulting of it.
Our goal is to give system project managers a method that jointly represent products, organizations and processes architectures and that propagates constraints and evolution impacts through the three domains. Thus, this method is useful during the preliminary design phases where domains structure can be source of innovation.
In this paper, only the evolution of the product and the organization structure will be treated. The processes domain, as for it, will be the object of future work.
The proposed method of "management by uncertainty" is applied on an automotive component development project. The project example is however simplified in order to limit its complexity.
We will, first, introduce the uncertainty management principals, then we will present the DSM tool and how it is used to model the project domains architectures. Finally, we will deal with the application of the method of "management by uncertainty" on an automotive component development project. The project example is however simplified in order to limit its complexity.
II. UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT
The management by uncertainty covers several fields (project management, risk management, data processing, decision-making, mathematics...). This diversity makes existing approaches multiple and different. In the same way, methods objectives can vary from added value evaluation [BOU, 02] to uncertainty sources elimination [GOD, 96] . In this work, our approach is close to project management methods.
A. Uncertainty typology proposal
We assume that uncertainty is a cognitive concept relative to an observer/actor. Loch and his coauthors [LOC, 00] model a development project not as a group of tasks but as a group of parameters (attributes) which influence the creation of value in the firm. Thus, they propose a typology composed of 5 points: complexity, variability, risks, ambiguity, and chaos.
In reference to Loch's typology, we suggest the following one in three points: * Uncertainty by ambiguity: related to the existence or not of an element, a parameter or an entity (introduction of the element W in Fig. 1 A more detailed overview of the DSM method is present in [STE, 81] and [EPP, 94] . [BAX, 94] .
Ulrich and Eppinger [ULR, 00] claim that the product architecture is also the scheme by which "the chunks of a product interact." In complex products, the chunks of physical components are complex systems as well. They also argue that the challenge of establishing the architecture of these systems "is essentially identical to the architectural challenge posed at the level of the entire product."
By using established concepts in the current product architecture literature we can categorize systems as modular or integrative based on how their corresponding components share design interfaces -within the system. level in order to define system modularity we need to specify whether we are looking at the system internally, as an independent entity, or externally, as an entity that interacts with other systems comprising the product.
We introduce here the concepts of modular and integrative systems, from an external perspective, that is, based on the existence of design interfaces between components of the same product that belong to different systems. We define modular systems as those whose design interfaces with other systems are clustered among a few physically adjacent systems, whereas integrative systems are those whose design interfaces span all or most of the systems that comprise the product due to their physically distributed or functionally integrative nature throughout the product.
C The generic subsystem has a hybrid structure (Fig. 5 ): 2 modules SI (A, B, C, D) and S2 (E, F, G, H) and one integrative component I. We assume that each component is developed by a single actor -this assumption doesn't interfere with the need of actors to collaborate during the project, but the collaborative work will be related to the design for an example of a product module (SI in Fig 1) . Then, the development team has the same structure than the product -by extension of Morelli conclusions [MOR, 95] . We obtain so two modular teams, El (TI, T2, T3, T4) and E2 (T5, T6, T7, T8), and an integrative actor, T9 (Fig. 6 ). We propose to study different scenarios for the introduction of a new technology and its impacts on the co-evolution of the product and the organization structures. This example will be treated also under the angle of the "management by uncertainty" methodology.
The question which worries NPD managers when dealing with the introduction of a new technology is about the margin to leave to self-organization, whether it is necessary to impose a new organization and which one?
We will introduce various scenarios of possible evolutions of the product and its related development organization. DSM tool will help us represent the different structures for these domains.
The introduction of high-tech components into the studied product is materialized by the replacement of components D and E which are initially mechanical by electronic ones (D' and E'). This innovation is close to the case of replacement ofjacks by electrical actuators.
The product structure illustrated by Fig. 7 "Management by uncertainty" interpretation By applying the "management by uncertainty" to this initial step of the evolving development product situation, we notice that the introduction of components E' and D' is in fact an exploration of "uncertainty by ambiguity". Knowing that "uncertainty by ambiguity" is always associated to "uncertainty by complexity", we can predict that the following steps will be based on the exploration of the impacts of introducing E' and D' in the product and in the organization structure.
First, when applying "uncertainty by complexity" exploration in product domain, we identify new interfaces which need to be specified. These interfaces are (C -D') and (G -E'). "Management by uncertainty" interpretation Uncertainty propagation from product domain to organization one allows us to apply "uncertainty by ambiguity" exploration on organization structure. This leads us to identify actors T4' and T5'.
The "uncertainty by complexity" exploration reveals new actors interfaces which needs to be specified. These interfaces are (T4'-T3) and (T5'-T6).
The satisfying structure of the development organization cannot yet be identified without characterizing the lacking interfaces. At this point, there is no difference between the two development organizations structures presented, they can only help us guessing the evolution way for each case.
C. Recovering optimal development situation Evolving from the transient states presented in the previously identified scenarios to a satisfying development situation implies completing product and organization interfaces characterization. This final step is equivalent for the management by uncertainty to exploring the uncertainties by variability. In fact, at this point, the miss-specified interfaces are identified. We need now to eliminate uncertainties 13| inherent to interfaces specifications by fixing all the parameters characterizing them. In that case, actors T4' and T5' become integrative actors sharing multiple competencies with different actors belonging to different teams. We obtain so an integrative development organization structure with three integrative actors (Fig. 11) .
The modification in organization structure impacts product structure, component D' and E' become integrative. In fact, if the actors T4' and T5' carry out competencies shifting, then the components D' and E' have to carry out the adaptations needed in the corresponding interfaces specification.
Thus we obtain an integrative product structure as shown in 
